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Abstract
We consider an information dissemination problem where the root node in an undirected graph constantly updates its information. The goal is to keep every other node in the graph about the root as freshly
informed as possible. Our synchronous information spreading model uses telephone calls at each time
step, in which any node can communicate with at most one neighbor, thus forming a matching over
which information is transmitted at each step. We introduce two problems in minimizing two natural
objectives (Maximum and Average) of the latency of the root’s information at all nodes in the network.
After deriving a simple reduction from the maximum rooted latency problem to the well-studied
minimum broadcast time problem, we focus on the average rooted latency version. We introduce a
natural problem of finding a finite schedule that minimizes the average broadcast time from a root.
We show that any average rooted latency scheme induces a solution to this average broadcast problem
within a constant factor and conversely, this average broadcast time is within a logarithmic factor of
the average rooted latency. Then, we derive a log-squared approximation algorithm for the average
broadcast time problem via rounding a time-indexed linear programming relaxation, resulting in a logcubed approximation for the average latency problem.
Surprisingly, we show that using the average broadcast time for average rooted latency introduces a
necessary logarithmic factor overhead even in trees. We overcome this hurdle and give a 40-approximation
for trees. For this, we design an algorithm to find near-optimal locally-periodic schedules in trees where
each vertex receives information from its parent in regular intervals. On the other side, we show how
such well-behaved schedules approximate the optimal schedule within a constant factor.

* This material is based upon work supported in part by the U. S. Office of Naval Research under award number N00014-21-12243 and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under award number FA9550-20-1-0080.

1 Introduction
Rumor spreading problems, where a crucial piece of information needs to be disseminated throughout a
given network as quickly as possible, have been an active research topic for decades. They have applications ranging from increasing throughput in synchronizing networks [11], keeping object copies in distributed databases synchronized [7], scheduling inter-satellite communication networks [5], to recreational
mathematics [17]. Common minimization objectives in rumor spreading involve the total number of messages, the total number of transmissions (especially when message sizes are bounded in transmissions) and
the completion time. This class of problems have a bounded time horizon of interest within which the
required messages reach their requisite destinations.
In a related direction, a notion of information latency in social networks was introduced by Kossinets
et al. in [28]. These problems are inspired by models of keeping clocks synchronized in distributed computing [29, 31]. Motivated by this vector clock model, in this paper, we draw the first connection between
various delay objectives in rumor spreading problems with finite schedules and the notion of information
latency in infinite time schedules.

1.1 Rooted Vector Clock Models for Minimizing Latencies
In this model, a root node r in an undirected graph G = (V, E) (where n = |V |) is constantly updating
its information at every time-step and every node in the graph is interested in the most updated information
from the root. We assume information is exchanged according to the telephone model [21], where in each
round any node can communicate with at most one neighbor (modeling a telephone call). Therefore, a set of
edges corresponding to a matching is picked at each time-step and both ends of each edge in the matching
exchange the information they have about the root (and thus the more recently informed node updates the
other node). A schedule is then a sequence of matchings. The objective is to minimize the latency of any
node in the network about the fresh information in the root at any given time.
To formalize this model, we modify and use the notation developed for vector clocks [28, 29, 31]: Fix a
certain schedule, let φtv be the view that node v has of the root r at time t, representing the latest information
v has about the root. More precisely, it is the largest time t′ ≤ t for which the information of r at time t′
could be transmitted through the sequence of communications in our fixed schedule and arrive at v by time
t. Define φ0v = 0 for all nodes v and φtr = t for all time t. When two nodes u, v exchange information, they
= max{φtv , φtu } ∀v 6= r.
update their view as follows: φt+1
v
The information latency at vertex v at time t, denoted lvt , is given by t − φtv . This represents the
freshness of the information v has about r at current time t. An alternate interpretation of the latency is that
if the current latency lvt = k, then in the most recent k steps, there is a path of matched edges along which
communication was scheduled in monotonic order (i.e., from r to v) that was able to convey the information
at r from k steps earlier to v by the current time t. Two natural goals of a centralized information exchange
scheme is to minimize the maximum and total (or equivalently, the average) information latency of the nodes
at all times.
Problem 1 (Max Rooted Vector Clock (MaxRVC)). Given a graph G with a root r, find an infinite schedule
that minimizes maxv∈V (G),t≥0 lvt .
Problem 2 (Average Rooted Vector
P Clock (AvgRVC)). Given a graph G with a root r, find an infinite
schedule that minimizes maxt≥0 n1 v∈V (G) lvt .

1.2 Broadcast Time Problems
We relate the latency objectives defined above for infinite schedules to a ‘static’ one-phase version of delay
that has been widely studied in rumor spreading problems. Here, the notion of latency is replaced by the
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notion of delay, the first time at which the information of interest is received. Consider the one-shot analog
of MaxRVC, the classic Minimum Broadcast Time Problem. We can cast this problem using our latency
notation as follows. The goal is to pick a finite vector-clock schedule where all nodes (other than the root)
start with lv0 = −∞. Define the first time at which the latency of any node becomes finite as the delay in the
root’s information (at time 0) reaching this node. The minimum broadcast time problem aims to minimize
the maximum delay of the root’s information (at time 0) reaching any node.
Problem 3 (Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem). Given a graph G and a root r, find a finite schedule
(under the telephone model) that minimizes the maximum delay of any node v.
Building on prior work by Korsartz and Peleg [27], Ravi [33] designed the first poly-logarithmic approximation algorithm for the Minimum Broadcast Time problem in an arbitrary network. This work related such
schemes to finding spanning trees that simultaneously have small maximum degree and diameter (the socalled poise of the graph). After some follow-up work of Bar-Noy et al. [1], Elkin and Kortsarz [8] gave
the currently best-known O( logloglogk k )-approximation factor, where k is the number of terminals the information should be delivered to in the more general multicast version. On the hardness side, Middendorf [32]
showed that the minimum broadcast-time problem is NP-hard even on 3-regular planar graphs and Elkin
and Kortsarz [9] proved that it is hard to approximate better than a factor of 3 unless P=NP.
Similar to AvgRVC, we consider the average-time analogue (ABT) of the Minimum Broadcast-Time
Problem. To the best of our knowledge, ABT was not studied before. We define the ABT problem and
design the first approximations for ABT and use it to obtain approximations for AvgRVC.
Problem 4 (Average Broadcast-Time ProblemP
(ABT)). Given a graph G and a root r, find a finite schedule
(under the telephone model) that minimizes n1 v∈V (G) dv where dv is the delay at v.
Note that if G is a rooted tree, the optimal solution to ABT corresponds to ordering the children at any
internal node in non-increasing order of the sizes of the subtrees under them, and sending the information
from the root forth in that order greedily.

1.3 Our Contributions
For any ℓp -norm of the latencies, we show that there exists a periodic schedule that has period at most
opt + 1 and is 2-optimal with respect to the optimal infinite schedule; Here, opt is the minimum value of the
corresponding norm of the latencies and is at most n, the number of nodes in the graph (Theorem 5). Note
that this gives us a huge advantage for solving vector clock problems since it works with many objective
functions and reduces the search of an infinite schedule to only finite ones.
Given an α-approximation for the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem, repeating it ad infinitum gives
a 2α-approximation for MaxRVC (Theorem 6 in Section 2). Combined with previously known approximations for the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem, we obtain a 2-approximation for MaxRVC on trees
and an O( logloglogn n )-approximation for MaxRVC on general graphs. Furthermore, since from any MaxRVC
solution, we can reconstruct a minimum broadcast time solution of the same objective value, by combining
the 2-approximation loss with the (3 − ǫ)-inapproximability of Minimum Broadcast Time [9], we get a
( 32 − ǫ)-inapproximability for MaxRVC unless P = N P . Our main contributions are as follows.
1. Relating Average Broadcast Time and AvgRVC: We show that the optimal values of ABT and
AvgRVC are within a logarithmic factor of each other.
Theorem 1. Let G be an n-node graph with root r. Given a schedule for ABT with average broadcast
time TBC , we can derive (in polynomial time) an infinite schedule for AvgRVC with average latency
of at most 2(log n)TBC at any time. Conversely, given an infinite schedule for AvgRVC with average
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latency of at most TV C at any time, we can derive (in polynomial time) a finite schedule for ABT with
average delay of at most 4TV C . Thus, given a polynomial-time α-approximation algorithm for the
ABT, we can devise a polynomial-time 8α log(n)-approximation algorithm to AvgRVC.
It is not hard to extract an ABT schedule by examining the portion of an AvgRVC scheme that leads
to the set of latencies at any given time step. In the other direction, to derive a solution to AvgRVC
from a solution to ABT, unlike the MaxRVC analog, we need to repeat communications more often
to those with lower delay than others. We show that this can be accomplished with only a logarithmic
factor blow-up in the average latency (Lemma 8).
2. Approximating ABT and AvgRVC in general graphs: The following is one of our main results.
2

log n
Theorem 2. ABT has an O( log
log n )-approximation algorithm in n-node graphs.

As a simple corollary of Theorems 1 and 2, we can approximate AvgRVC in general graphs.
3

log n
Theorem 3. AvgRVC has an O( log
log n )-approximation algorithm in n-node graphs.

We prove Theorem 2 by using a natural time-indexed linear programming formulation. The formulation helps us identify the power-of-two time scale in which the optimal (fractional) transmission
scheme reaches each node. We use this to partition the terminals based on when they are informed.
For each time scale, we project the fractional solution certifying this time scale into the original graph
to get a feasible LP solution to the minimum poise Steiner tree problem on this subset of nodes of value
equal to the time scale. This is the problem of finding a Steiner tree connecting a given set of terminal
nodes to the root with the minimum poise, defined as the sum of the maximum degree of any node in
the tree and the diameter of the tree. We then round this LP fractional solution using the results of [22]
and [33] to schedule these nodes within a log-squared factor of the time scale value. By scheduling
the partition of the node sets to be informed by these multicast trees in increasing order of their time
scales, we ensure that there is only a constant factor loss in the approximation ratio for ABT on top
of the LP based rounding. Using the reduction mentioned above, this also gives a poly-logarithmic
approximation algorithm for the AvgRVC in general graphs.
3. AvgRVC in trees: Unfortunately, unlike the relationship between MaxRVC and Minimum BroadcastTime, we show that there exists an Ω(log n)-gap between an optimal value for AvgRVC and for ABT
even for the following tree T . Let r be the root of T . Let v1 , ..., vd be the children of r. P
Suppose each
2
child vi is the root of a complete binary tree of size ni = ⌈n/(2i )⌉. Choose d such that di=1 ni = n.
√
Note that d ≥ n. The details are in Section B.
Since the optimal value for ABT has an Ω(log n)-factor gap with that of AvgRVC even for trees, we
further study the structure of optimal vector clock schedule on trees to overcome this gap.

Theorem 4. There exists a 40-approximation for the Average Rooted Vector Clock Latency Problem
(AvgRVC) on trees.
We obtain this result by devising near-optimal schedules that are locally periodic at each node and
where each node has the same wait-time (offset value) in hearing fresh information from its parent
This is our most technical contribution (Section 4). Since these techniques directly tackles the vector clock problems, they potentially provide alternate strategies in designing algorithms for infinite
schedules in general without reducing them to delay problems.
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1.4 Related Work
Minimum Broadcast Time. The most widely studied problem related to our work is that of minimizing
the maximum broadcast time under the telephone model. In addition to being hard to approximate to within
a factor better than 3 in general graphs unless P=NP [9], it is known to be NP-complete even on special
classes of graphs such as bipartite planar graphs, grid graphs, complete grid graphs, split graphs and chordal
graphs [24]. Several heuristic approaches have been proposed for the problem [34, 20, 19, 18, 6], as well as
approaches based on integer programming [23].
3
k log n
In [22], Iglesias et al. designed an O( log
log log n )-approximation for a multi-commodity multicast generalization for n-node planar graphs with k terminals. One of the key contributions of their work is to show
how to round a natural linear programming relaxation for minimum poise Steiner trees within a logarithmic
factor.
Packet Routing. In the store-and-forward packet routing model, the objective is to minimize source-todestination packet delay, but the constraint is on the edges rather than the nodes, i.e., at most one packet
crosses an edge at each round. However, unlike our models, the transmission paths are typically specified
in this problem leaving only the scheduling component. A simultaneous multicast (unicast) instance in this
model is given by a set of rooted trees (paths) on a network graph, and the objective is for each root to send
its message to the leaves of its corresponding tree (path) through the edges of the tree (path) in the minimum
number of rounds. These problems are studied in [30, 14, 16].
Random rumor spreading and distributed computing models. Inspired by the application keeping distributed databases synchronized [7] using a simple epidemic protocol, Feige et al. [13] provided an early
analysis in a long line of work on what is known as uniform broadcasting: in a given graph representing the possible communication network, each informed node picks a random neighbor and communicates
its information to it. This can be viewed as a model of pushing information to a random neighbor, leading to similarly defined models of every uninformed node pulling from a random neighbor, and also the
push-pull model with both types of communications at each time step. Culminating a long line of work,
Giakkoupis [15] showed that for any graph with conductance φ, the Push-Pull algorithm distributes a rumor
to all nodes of the graph in O(φ−1 log(n)) with high probability, and that this bound is tight. Chierichetti
et al. [4] show if the degrees of the two endpoints of each edge in the network differ by at most a constant
factor, then both Push and Pull also attain O(φ−1 log(n)) with high probability.
Another rumor spreading problem with random local phone calls but which considers continuous updates of rumors at each node like our model is the influential work of Karp et al. [25]. The underlying graph
of possible communications is complete in this model and they show how the number of transmissions for
all nodes to have reliably heard the rumor can be reduced from the O(n log n) bound for the random Push
and random Pull algorithms to O(n log log n) for a new Push-Pull algorithm. Note that all of these simple
algorithms are purely local and have no global knowledge of the network.
In the extensive distributed computing literature, the two most popular models of communication are
GOSSIP and LOCAL which correspond to each node communicating with all neighbors versus a single
neighbor at each time step respectively. E.g., Censor-Hillel et al. [2] consider the rumor spreading problem,
where each node has some initial input and is required to collect the information of all other nodes, and give
an algorithm that takes O(D+poly(log(n))) rounds in a graph on n nodes and diameter D. Unlike the above
models, the algorithms here are neither local nor necessarily random. However, as with the simple rumor
spreading models, the key difference with our work is that they assume that each node initially only knows
the identity of its neighbors. In these models from distributed computing, nodes gets to know a wider local
neighborhood in the underlying communication graph by repeatedly communicating with its neighbors. In
contrast, we assume a central scheduler that has access to the whole communication network at the start.
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Other rumor spreading models. There are several alternate models suggested for spreading rumors in
networks. Feige et al. [12] consider a process in random graphs where a vertex is active either if it belongs
to a set of initially activated vertices or if at some point it has at least r active neighbors. They define
an contagious set as a set whose activation results with the entire graph becoming active, and prove sharp
bounds on the size of such sets in random graphs. However, on worst-case instances, approximating the
1−δ
minimal size of a contagious set within a ratio better than O(2log n ) where n is the number of vertices
is intractable for every δ ∈ (0, 1), unless N P ⊆ DT IM E(n · poly(log n)) [3]. This model itself is
a specialization of a very popular stochastic model of influence spread called the independent cascades
model in networks due to Kempe et al. [26]. Another closely related model that involved both additive and
multiplicative thresholds at nodes that control the spread of influence is studied in [35]. While these models
analyze the optimal placement of source nodes of the rumor and their effects, our work studies centralized
schedules for rumor propagation with low latency.

2 Relating Vector Clocks and Broadcast Problems
First, we provide two simple results to develop intuition behind good vector clock schedules. Theorem 5
shows that although a vector clock solution is an infinite schedule, one can transform it into a periodic one
with a slight loss in the objective value. Thus, for the sake of approximation, we only need to consider finite
schedules.
Theorem 5. Suppose S is a scheme such that ||lt || ≤ opt for all t ∈ N where ||x|| denotes a fixed ℓp -norm.
Then, there exists a periodic scheme S ′ with period opt + 1 and latency vector lt′ such that ||lt′ || is at most
2opt for all t ∈ N.
Next, we provide a simple reduction from MaxRVC to the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem. The
proof requires a closer examination of the schedules for the two problems and attempts to construct one
from the other. Refer to Section A for details.
Theorem 6. If there exists an α-approximation for the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem, then there exists
a 2α-approximation for MaxRVC.
Since the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem is solvable exactly on trees and there exists O( logloglogn n )approximations for general graphs [10], we easily obtain the following corollary to Theorem 6.
Corollary 7. For MaxRVC, there exist a 2-approximation for MaxRVC on Trees and an O( logloglogn n )-approximation
on general graphs.
Next, we prove Theorem 1. We begin by proving the following useful lemma that aids in creating an
infinite schedule from a finite one. The idea is to interleave increasingly larger prefixes of the finite schedule
(in powers of two) at an appropriate rate to control the latency of each node at any time.
Lemma 8. Given a finite ordered set S = {S1 , S2 , ..., St }, the elements of S can be placed into an infinite
sequence R such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, any contiguous subsequence of R of length 2i log t contains the sets
S1 , ..., Si , appearing in increasing order.
Proof. Let R = {Rj }j≥0 where Rj are themselves subsequences of length log t that we will call blocks.
We put Si into block Rj if i ≡ j( mod 2s ) where 2s is the largest power of 2 less than or equal to i.
Within each block Rj , the elements are placed in increasing order based on their index i in S. Formally,
′
k−1 .
0 R1 R1 ...R1 ... and Rj = S
R = R10 R20 ...Rlog
2k−1 +j ′ where j is the remainder of j after dividing 2
log t
t 1 2
k
Note that if t is not a power of 2, some blocks Rj will be slightly shorter than others but all have length at
most log t.
5

Another way to view this sequence R is the following. Element S1 is the first element in every block Ri .
Then, S2 , S3 alternates as the second element of the blocks. Then, S4 , S5 , S6 , S7 rotates as the third element
in every block, and so on. One can easily check from the definition that no two elements in S is assigned to
the same position Rij in the infinite sequence R.
Fix some i where 1 ≤ i ≤ t and 2s + p = i such that 0 ≤ p < 2s . Fix time t′ ≥ 0 and consider
a contiguous subsequence of length 4i log t starting at time t′ in R. Suppose t′ corresponds to a time in
block RJ . Let I be the smallest multiple of 2s larger than J. Note that I − J < 2s ≤ i. Note that S1 is
in RI . Then S2 , S3 will appear as the second element in RI+2 , RI+3 respectively. Elements S4 , S5 , S6 , S7
will appear as the third element in blocks RI+4 , RI+5 , RI+6 , RI+7 respectively. This pattern continues until
element Si , appearing in block RI+i , ensuring the subsequence S1 , ..., Si appears in order after visiting i
blocks starting at I. Since I + i − J ≤ i + 2s ≤ 2i and each block Rj has length at most log t, our result
follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let schedule S be a solution to ABT rooted at r with average broadcast time TBC .
Note that we may assume S does not stay idle and informs a new vertex every step. Thus, we may assume
S takes at most n steps to complete. We now apply Lemma 8 to the steps (matchings) of schedule S to
achieve an infinite schedule R. It follows from Lemma 8 that if the delay of vertex v at schedule S is dv , it
gets informed about r in schedule R in every 2dv log(n) steps. This concludes that the average latency of
schedule R is at most 2 log(n)TBC at any time.
For the other direction, let R′ be an infinite schedule for AvgRVC with average latency of at most TV C
at any time. We may assume R′ informs each vertex at some point, because otherwise TV C would be
infinite and we do not have anything to prove. Let time t0 be the first time when every vertex receives some
information from r. For any vertex v, in the past lvt0 steps, R′ has sent a message from r to v. Let Si′ be
the subschedule of R′ from time max(1, t0 − 2i + 1) to time t0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ I = ⌈log t0 ⌉. We claim that
S ′ = S0′ S1′ ...SI′ provides the desired schedule. Given a vertex v, suppose 2i is the smallest power of 2 such
that lvt0 ≤ 2i . Then, in subschedule Si′ , r broadcasts an update to v. Since the length of the subschedules
are powers of 2, it follows that Si′ is completed in S ′ before time 2 · 2i . Since 2i < 2lvt0 , it follows that in
schedulePS ′ , vertex v gets informed in at most 4lvt0 steps. Therefore the average broadcast time of S ′ is at
most n1 v∈V (G) 4lvt0 ≤ 4TV C .

3 Average Broadcast Time
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Our strategy is as follows: we first use an LP on a time-indexed
auxiliary graph to help us identify which set of nodes we should inform first, and partition the nodes in this
order. Then, for each group in the partition, we project the fractional solution to an LP solution that finds a
subgraph spanning the group with minimal poise (the sum of the diameter and the maximum degree). Lastly,
we use the following two lemmas from [22, 33] to round this fractional poise solution to obtain a feasible
schedule for each group.
Lemma 9. [22] Given a fractional feasible solution of value L to POISELP (defined below), a natural
LP relaxation of a minimum poise of a tree connecting a root r to terminals R, there is a polynomial time
algorithm to construct a tree spanning r ∪ R with poise O(L log k) where k = |R|.
Lemma 10. [33] Given a tree with n nodes and poise L, there is a polynomial time algorithm to construct
a broadcast scheme of length O(L logloglogn n ) from any root.
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Given an instance of ABT on graph G with root r, consider the following time-indexed graph G′ . For
every vertex v ∈ G, we make n + 1 copies v 0 , v 1 , ..., v n . The copy v i represents the vertex at time i. For all
0 ≤ i < n, add an arc v i ui+1 if and only if vu ∈ E(G), representing that v is capable of sending a message
at time i to u. We denote these newly added arcs as E1 . Furthermore, for all 0 ≤ i < n, add an arc v i v i+1 ,
representing that v can also hold the information to the next time step. For every vertex v, we add a sink
v s and add arcs v i v s for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The goal is to send flows from the root to all of the sinks v s ,
representing the path of broadcasting.
In the following LP, the variable ze represents whether edge e ∈ E(G′ ) is used for the purpose of
communication. Constraint (1), imposed only on edges in E1 , ensures that a vertex can either receive or
send a message to only one of its neighbors at each round. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
the z-value of arcs of the type v i v i+1 that are not in E1 are 1 representing that any information at v can
always be carried over to the next time. For every vertex v ∈ V (G), we have flow variable fv (e) defined on
all edges e ∈ E(G′ ). Constraints (2) - (4) are flow constraints, ensuring the conservation of flows and one
unit of flow (hence one message) must be sent from the root r and reaches its recipient v s for all v ∈ V (G).
Constraint (5) relates the two types of variables ensuring that flows can be sent along e ∈ E(G′ ) only if the
edge is available. The last constraints are the non-negativity constraints. Notice in an integral solution, a
flow reaching v s via vertex v i corresponds to a valid path of communication of length i. Thus, our objective
correctly captures the sum of delays whose minimization is equivalent to solving ABT. Note that since the
root can inform everyone in n steps by greedily informing one additional vertex at a time, the above LP is
feasible.
X

min

X

ifv (e)

ze +

X

[ABT LP ]

v∈V (G) e=vi vs ,0≤i≤n

s.t.

X

e∈δ+ (vi )∩E

1

e∈δ− (vi+1 )∩E

ze ≤ 1;

∀v ∈ V (G), 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1

(1)

∀v, w ∈ V (G), 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

(2)

1

X

fv (e) =

X

fv (e) = 1

∀v ∈ V (G);

(3)

X

fv (e) = 1

∀v ∈ V (G);

(4)

∀e ∈ E(G′ ), v ∈ V (G);

(5)

e∈δ− (w i )

X

fv (e)

e∈δ+ (w i )

e∈δ+ (r 0 )

e∈δ− (vs )

fv (e) ≤ ze

′

ze , fv (e) ≥ 0

∀e ∈ E(G ), v ∈ V (G)

(6)

Partitioning the vertices Given a fractional solution to ABTLP with objective value optABT LP , we shall
partition the vertices and round
P the solution into separate groups based on their fractional broadcasting time.
For v ∈ V (G), let l(v) = ni=0 ifv (v i v s ). Let Vj := {v ∈ V (G) : 2j−1 ≤ l(v) < 2j } for 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌈log n⌉.
The set Vj essentially represents the set of vertices we expect to be informed between time 2j−1 and 2j .
In order to achieve a schedule that uses this much time, we consider the following POISELP, introduced in
[22]. Its goal is, given a graph G with root r and a set of terminals R, to find a subgraph that connects the
vertices in {r} ∪ R and minimizes the sum of the maximum degree and the maximum depth; Minimal such
subgraphs are Steiner trees connecting r and R. Let P(t, r) denote the set of all paths from t to r. Given a
path P , let len(P ) denote the length of path P .
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min

L = L1 + L2
X
s.t.
xe ≤ L 1
e∈δ(v)

[P OISELP ]

(7)

∀v ∈ V (G) \ r

(8)

X

yt (P ) = 1

∀t ∈ R

(9)

X

len(P )yt (P ) ≤ L2

∀t ∈ R

(10)

∀t ∈ R, e ∈ E(G);

(11)

∀e ∈ E(G), t ∈ R, P ∈ P

(12)

P ∈P(t,r)
P ∈P(t,r)

X

P ∈P(t,r):e∈P

yt (P ) ≤ xe

xe , yt (P ) ≥ 0

In this LP, xe is an indicator variable representing whether the edge e will appear in the final graph.
Thus, Constraint (8) ensures the final graph has bounded degree. The indicator variables yt (P ) is defined
for every terminal t and every path P ∈ P(t, r), representing whether the path is present in the final tree.
Constraint (9) ensures the terminals are connected to the root and Constraint (10) bounds the length of these
paths. Constraint (11) relates the two variables ensuring that a path can be used only if all its edges are
present. The last constraint is the non-negativity constraint. The objective function is thus the sum of the
maximum degree and maximum path length.
⌈log n⌉

Lemma 11. Given graph G with root r, an optimal solution to ABTLP and a partition {Vi }i=1 obtained
from the discussion above, there exists a fractional solution to the POISELP connecting the root r and
terminals Vi with objective value 6 · 2i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌈log n⌉.
Proof. Fix i ∈ {1, ..., ⌈log n⌉}.
P Consider a vertex v ∈ Vi . Recall that the optimal solution sends one
unit of flow from r to v s and j j · fv (v j v s ) < 2i . Then, by Markov’s inequality, at least half of the
flow reaches v s via v j where j < 2i+1 . Let us only consider these flows and denote them by fv′ (e) for
each v ∈ V (G) and e ∈ E(G′ ) (we call this process filtration). One can decompose these fractional
flows into distinct paths Pv′ in G′ with corresponding fractional flows fv′ that sums to at least 1/2, i.e.,
P
1
′
′
the notation fv′ , and use it for both edges and paths in the
P ′ ∈Pv′ fv (P ) ≥ 2 . Here we slightly abuse
P
path decomposition. Note that fv′ (e) = P ′ ∈Pv′ :e∈P ′ fv′ (P ′ ). Each path P ′ ∈ Pv′ naturally corresponds
P
to a path P ∈ P(v, r); thus, let yv (P ) = P ′ :P ′ ∈Pv′ corresponds to P fv′ (P ′ ) for all P ∈ P(v, r). Let xe =
P
maxv∈Vi P :e∈E(P ),P ∈P(v,r) yv (P ). Also, let Ee′ ⊆ E(G′ ) be the set of edges e′ ∈ G′ that correspond to
e ∈ G. Now we check the feasibility of this solution for POISELP.
For
PConstraint (8), consider some w ∈ V (G). For each e ∈ δ(w) in G, there exists ve ∈ Vi such that
xe = P :e∈E(P ),P ∈P(ve,r) yve (P ). This implies that
P
P
xe = P ′ :P ′ ∈Pv′ ,P ′ ∩Ee′ 6=∅ fv′ e (P ′ ) ≤ e′ ∈Ee′ fv′ e (e′ ).
e

Note that

∪e∈δG (w) Ee′

is a subset of all the edges in E1 ⊂ E(G′ ) that is incident to some vertex wj for
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j = {1, ..., 2i+1 − 1}. Then,
X
X X
xe ≤
fv′ e (e′ )
e∈δ(w) e′ ∈Ee′

e∈δ(w)

≤
≤
≤
≤

X X

by Constraint (5) and f ′ ≤ f

ze′

e∈δ(w) e′ ∈Ee′
2i+1
X−1
j=1

2i+1
X−1
j=0

2i+1 −1

X

X

e′ ∈δ(w j )∩E




ze′

by the subset observation

1

X

e′ ∈δ+ (w j )∩E

ze′ +
1



X

e′ ∈δ− (w j+1 )∩E

1

1

ze′ 
by Constraint (1)

j=0

P
Thus, it follows that e∈δ(w) xe ≤ 2i+1 . For any vertex v ∈ Vi , since the paths Pv′ were chosen to
P
preserve at least half of the flow in G′ for vertex v, it follows that P ∈P(v,r) yv (P ) ≥ 1/2. This violates
Constraint (9) but we will fix this at the end with scaling. For Constraint (10), note that since Pv′ is chosen
s
j where j ≤ 2i+1 , their corresponding paths P has length at most 2i+1 .
such that
P the paths enters v via v i+1
Then, P ∈P(v,r) len(P )yv (P ) ≤ 2
as long as Constraint (9) holds (which we will guarantee in the end).
Constraints
by design. Lastly, simply scale the variables yv (P ) proportionally
P (11) and (12) are satisfied
P
by 1/ P ∈P(v,r) yv (P ). Since P ∈P(v,r) yv (P ) ≥ 1/2, doubling xe suffices to satisfy Constraint (11).
Therefore, setting L1 = 2i+2 , L2 = 2i+1 provides a feasible solution with objective value 6 · 2i .
Proof of Theorem 2. Using the above lemma, for each Vi , we can find a solution to the POISELP for {r}∪Vi
of value at most 6 · 2i . Then we apply Lemma 9 followed by Lemma 10 to round this into a schedule
log2 n
i log2 n
that completes in time O(2i log
log n ), thus incurring a total completion time of O(|Vi | · 2 log log n ) for the
nodes in Vi . Repeating this for the sets Vi for i ∈ [log n] in that order, the completion time for any node
P
2
log2 n
i log n
in Vi is ij=1 O(2j log
log n ) = O(2 log log n ). Summing over all nodes gives a total completion time of
P
P
log2 n
i−1 , we conclude that the ABT schedule
O( i |Vi |2i log
i |Vi |·2
log n ). Since the value of ABTLP is at least
has the approximation factor claimed in Theorem 2.
Note that the method generalized in a straightforward manner for the average multicast time problem
where we only require the message to reach a subset of the nodes denoted as terminals.

4 AvgRVC on Trees
Section 2 showed that any α-approximation algorithm for ABT gives an O(α log n)-approximation algorithm for AvgRVC. On one hand, this strategy implies that if one finds a poly-logarithmic approximation to
ABT, one also attains a poly-logarithmic approximation for AvgRVC. On the other hand, this strategy would
never lead to any approximation better than logarithmic. Indeed, in the introduction, we showed an example
of a class of trees in which there is a Θ(log n)-factor separation in the optimal values to ABT and AvgRVC.
Motivated by this, we study AvgRVC on trees, and break this logarithmic barrier that is an artefact of going
via the ABT solution to obtain a constant-factor approximation for AvgRVC. Thus, the goal of this section
is to prove Theorem 4.
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4.1 Overview of Techniques
Locally-periodic with regular offsets. In particular, we show that there exists a near-optimal schedule
that is locally-periodic where each vertex receives information from its parent in regular intervals. Denote
the interval as the period for the vertex. In optimizing for the AvgRVC problem where the root of the tree is
the source of information (with information update period of one), the periods are monotonically increasing
on any root to leaf path (since more frequent information update at a node than its parent is wasteful). Note
that even with this notion of period, there is still an offset due to the asynchronicity from when a parent is
updated to when it informs the child, which in turn adds to the delay of all the children in its subtree. Thus
an upper bound on the latency of reaching a node is the sum of these offsets of its ancestors plus the node’s
own period of hearing from its own parent. To simplify the analysis, we only consider such locally-periodic
schedules where the offsets at every node (from its parent’s update) is the same every time this node is
updated by its parent. We call these schedules ‘regular’ and our main result is to show that such a regular
schedule is near-optimal.
Designing local periods using LP and DP. To do this, we first show that there is a locally-periodic schedule for which the sum of the periods at all the nodes is at most 4 times that of an optimal AvgRVC schedule.
Given this, we design an algorithm to assign periods to nodes in the tree that obeys the telephone constraints
and minimizes the total sum of these periods at the nodes and obeys the natural monotonicity requirement
on root-to-leaf paths. Constructing such an assignment of periods is complicated by the telephone condition
where a parent can only inform one child at a given time. This corresponds to the constraint that the inverse
of the periods of the children of any node should sum to no more than 1. While a dynamic programming
approach is natural for computing such period assignments in a tree, at each node in the tree, the telephone
condition is best handled using a matching-based linear program that assigns the right power of two period
for each child in its neighborhood going top down. The LP solution at each node can be shown to have at
most two fractional variables which can then be rounded and accounted for by scaling.
Designing regular offsets using ABT. Armed with such a locally-periodic period assignment at the nodes,
we next turn this into a regular schedule. To obtain the offsets, we turn to the optimal ordering of the children
at a node in the ABT schedule (according to non-increasing size of the subtrees). By using a time averaging
argument, we can see that the optimal value of the ABT problem is a lower bound on the optimal average
rooted latency. When calculating the latency contribution of a node, recall that we sum the offsets of its
ancestors and its own period. To bound the offsets, note that the offset is at most the period of the parent
and hence if the parent’s period is halving, the offset is also halving and leads to a geometrically decreasing
contribution. Hence the only worrisome offset contributions from ancestors occur when their periods do
not reduce (halve) along the path to the root. Our last idea is to insist that whenever a pair of ancestors
have the same period, the ordering of the children of the higher node must follow the optimal ABT order.
By showing how to accomplish this in our locally-periodic schedule, we can bound such worrisome offset
contributions to their corresponding terms in the ABT objective which itself is upper bounded by the optimal
rooted latency value.
Put together, our final locally-periodic powers-of-two schedules that also obey the ABT ordering at node
neighborhoods where the periods do not change gives near optimal AvgRVC schedules. Details follow.

4.2 Preliminaries
Consider an instance of the AvgRVC on a tree T with root r. Note that we can view the tree as a directed
arborescence since fresh information can only be disseminated downwards from the root towards the leaves.
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Definition 1. Given an infinite schedule S with latency vectors lt , for any vertex v, let tv1 , tv2 , ... be its update
sequence, representing the sequence of time at which v hears a fresh information from its parent. In other
words, time t is in the update sequence of v if lvt ≤ lvt−1 . Note that without any update at t, lvt = lvt−1 + 1.
Definition 2. We say a schedule is locally periodic if for every vertex v, tvi+1 − tvi = pv for all i ∈ N where
{tvi }i∈N is the update sequence of v. We call pv the period of v.
Note that in a locally periodic schedule, if u is the parent of v, then pu ≤ pv since v cannot hear fresh
information more frequently than u. Since the root is constantly generating new information, pr = 1.
Definition 3. Given a locally periodic schedule, consider a vertex v and its parent u. Let tv be a time in the
update sequence of v. Let tu be the largest time in the update sequence of u such that tu < tv . Then, define
tv − tu to be the offset of v at time tv .
The offset represents the delay of information caused by the asynchronicity of the periods between a
vertex and its parent. It follows from definition that the offset of v at any time is at most pu , the period of its
parent.
Definition 4. We say a locally periodic schedule is regular if for any vertex v, the offset of v at time t is the
same for all time t in the update sequence of v. In a regular schedule, let ov denote the offset for vertex v.
Note that a locally periodic schedule does not imply a regular schedule. For example, if v has period 4
and its parent u has a period of 3, then v can have offsets of 1, 2, 3 or 4 at different times in the schedule.
Consider a vertex v and its parent u. Note that if pv is not a multiple of pu , then the offset of v varies over
time. Thus another condition for a regular schedule is that pu |pv .
At a high level, the offsets in a regular schedule is a way of ordering the children of each internal node u
in the tree to determine in what order u should inform its children after every time u hears fresh information
from the root. We are ready to state an expression upper bounding the average latency in a tree using these
definitions.
v . Then, the
Lemma 12. Consider a regular schedule where vertex v has a period
of pv P
and an offset of oP
1 P
u
maximum over time average latency of this schedule is at most n ( v∈V (G) u∈V (Pv ) o + v∈V (G) pv )
where Pv is the path from the root to v.

We will show that any optimal schedule can be converted into a locally periodic one where the part of the
objective depending on the periods is at most a factor of 4 worse than the average rooted latency (Lemma 16)
in Section 4.4. This leads us to a solution to the first part of finding a locally periodic schedule where the
periods can be bounded (Corollary 19). Next, we use this periodic schedule and develop a subproblem of
making the schedule regular by assigning offsets in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we relate the optima of
AvgRVC and ABT and use a solution to the ABT problem in the tree to assign these offsets in constructing
a regular schedule whose offsets can be bounded. Section 4.7 puts everything together to prove Theorem 4.

4.3 Simple Facts about Sequences of Positive Powers of Two
We collect here some facts that we will use later.
Claim 13. Let p1 , ..., pk be a non-decreasing sequence of positive powers of 2 where
P
s = 1 − ki=1 p1i . Then, the following holds:
• if s > 0, then s ≥
•

1
pk

+s≥

1
pk

and,

1
.
2k
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Pk

1
i=1 pi

≤ 1. Let

Proof. To prove the first statement, since pk is the largest powerPof 2 in the sequence, pk /pi is a positive
integer for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then, it follows that pk s = pk (1 − ki=1 1/pi ) is also a non-negative integer.
Then pk s ≥ 1 whenever s > 0 as desired.
We prove the second statement by induction. If k = 1, then 1/pk + s = 1 ≥ 1/2, as required. For
k ≥ 2, let s′ = 1/pk + s. By induction, it follows that 1/pk−1 + s′ ≥ 1/2k−1 . By our previous claim,
s′ ≥ 1/pk−1 . Then, s′ ≥ 12 (1/pk−1 + s′ ) ≥ 1/2k , as required.
P
Claim 14. Let p1 , ..., pk be a non-decreasing sequence of powers of 2 where k ≥ 2 and ki=1 p1i ≤ 1. Then,
P
P
either ki=1 p1i ≤ 12 or there exists 1 ≤ j < k such that ji=1 p1i = 12 .
P
Proof. Pick the largest index j such that ji=1 p1i ≤ 12 . Since k ≥ 2, 1/pi ≤ 1/2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and thus
P
such j exists. Let s = 1/2 − ji=1 p1i . If s = 0, then our claim follows immediately. If s > 0, by doubling
the values in our sequence, it follows from Claim 13 that 2s ≥ 2/pj . If j 6= k, then 1/pk ≤ 1/pj ≤ s,
P
contradicting our choice of j. Therefore, j = k and ki=1 p1i ≤ 21 , proving our claim.

4.4 Assigning Periods
To bound the sum of periods, we first prove a lemma about general periodic schedules.
Lemma 15. Given a periodic schedule with latency function l and period P and aP
vertex v ∈ V (G), let k
−1 t
be the number of times v received fresh information from the root. Then P 2 /k ≤ 2 2P
t=P lv for all t.
Proof. Let t1 , ..., tk be the update sequence of v between P and 2P − 1. Since the schedule is periodic, the
next time v hears a new information is at tk+1 = t1 + P . Define ai = ti+1 − ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Essentially, ai
represent the amount of time since ti v has to wait before hearing new information
Then,
the latency
Ptk+1
P2Pagain.
−1 t
−1 t
lv =
at time ti+1 − 1 is at least ai . Since the schedule is periodic, we have that t=P lv =
t=t1
Pk Pai
Pk
Pk
Pk
Pk Pti+1 −1 t
2
2
lv ≥ i=1 j=1 j ≥ i=1 ai /2. Since i=1 ai = P , one can check that i=1 ai /2 is
t=ti
i=1
minimized when ai = P/k for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then our lemma follows immediately.
′
Lemma 16. Let optVP
C be the optimal value to AvgRVC. There exists a locally-periodic schedule S with
v
′
v
′
periods q such that v∈V (T ) q ≤ (4n)optV C .

The idea is to spread out the occurrence of an edge in the schedule as uniformly as possible and argue
that it does not increase the objective function by too much.
Proof. By Theorem 5, there exists a periodic schedule S ∗ whose maximum over time average latency is
at most 2optV C . Let P be the period of S ∗ . Let lvt be the latency of v at time t in S ∗ . For every
vertex v ∈ V (T ), let q v be the rational number obtained from dividing P by the number of times v received fresh
during the
P and 2P − 1. It follows from Lemma 15 that
P from its parent
Ptime
P
PPinformation
2P −1 P
−1 t
v /2. Note that
t
≥
P
q
l
v∈V (T )
t=P
v∈V (T ) lv = P n(optV C ). Then, it follows that
Pv∈V (T ) v t=P v
v∈V (T ) q ≤ 2n(optV C ).
Since any vertex v cannot receive fresh information more frequently than his parent u, q u ≤ q v and q v
u can only inform one of its children at every time step, it follows
satisfies
P Conditionv(13). Since a parent
v
that v∈N (u) P/q ≤ P . Then q also satisfies Condition (14). Then let q v′ be the smallest power of 2
such that q v′ ≥ q v . Note that q v′ still satisfies
Conditions (13) and (14). Then q v ′ is a regular assignment of
P
periods. Note that q v ′ ≤ 2q v and thus v∈V (T ) q v ′ ≤ 4n(optV C ), proving our lemma.
Given the above lemma, let us analyze some properties of a locally periodic schedule to determine how
to assign periods to nodes in the tree. Consider a vertex u in the tree and let N (u) denote the set of its
children. As mentioned before, pv ≥ pu since each child v ∈ N (u) should naturally wait at least as long as
12

u before it hears new information. Let P = Πv∈N (u) pv . For each vertex v ∈ N (u), in a period of P time, u
v
would have informed v exactly
However, since at every time step, u can inform at most one of
P P/p times.
v
its children, it follows that v∈N (u) P/p ≤ P . Therefore, the periods of any regular schedule satisfies the
following two constraints:
pu ≤ pv
X 1
≤1
pv

∀u ∈ V (G), v ∈ N (u)

(13)

∀u ∈ V (G)

(14)

v∈N (u)

Consider a vertex v and its parent u. Recall that our condition for a locally periodic schedule to be regular
is that pu |pv . We impose a slightly stronger condition that every period must be a power of 2:
pv = 2i for some i ∈ Z+

∀v ∈ V (G)

(15)

Definition 5. We say {pu }u∈V (G) is a regular assignment of periods if the assignment satisfies Conditions
(13), (14), and (15).
Note that a regular assignment of periods is an intermediate subproblem in finding regular schedules that
are near-optimal. We will use the periods from this subproblem to eventually assign offsets in Section 4.5.
Now, we are ready to formally state the problem of assigning periods to nodes.
P
Problem 5. Given a tree T , find a regular assignment of periods to its vertices that minimizes u∈V (G) pv .
Lemma 17. Given an instance
Pof Problem 5 with optimal value optRP , we can obtain in poly-time a regular
assignment of periods where u∈V (G) pu ≤ 2optRP .
The following is a claim about optimal solutions to the Problem 5.
Claim 18. Given an instance of Problem 5, let q v be an optimal regular assignment of periods. Then
q v ≤ 2n for all v ∈ V (G).
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists v such that q v > 2n . Assume without loss of
generality that v is a vertex closest to the root that violates this claim. Note that v 6= r since q r = 1. Let u
be the parent of v. We may also assume that v has the largest period among N (u). Consider changing q v to
is not violated. Since
q v ′ = 2n instead. By our choice of v, 1/q u ≥ 1/2n = 1/q v ′ . Then, Condition (13) P
q v ′ = 2n < q v , Condition (13) also holds for any children of v. By Claim 13, 1 − w∈N (u) q1w + q1v ≥
P
1
≥ 21n = q1v ′ . Then, it follows that w∈N (u) q1w − q1v + q1v ′ ≤ 1 and Condition (14) also remains not
2|N(u)
violated. Then, the modified assignment remains regular but it improves our objective, a contradiction to
the optimality of the original choice.
Proof of Lemma 17. We first use dynamic programming to compute an optimal regular assignment of periods that slightly violates Condition (14). We make appropriate adjustments at the end to produce the desired
approximation.
Given vertex u ∈ V (G), let
the subtree rooted at u. Given integer 0 ≤ i ≤ n, let f (u, i)
P Tu denote
v
denote the minimum value of v∈Tu p such that pu = 2i and the set of assignments pv obeys Condition
(13) and (15) (but not necessarily (14)). If u is a leaf, then f (u, i) = 2i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
If u is not the root, we use the following auxiliary complete bipartite graph G′ to compute f (u, i). Let
N (u), the children of u be on one side of the bipartition while the other side contains n − i + 1 vertices
labelled from i to n representing the potential powers of two that can be assigned as the period for these
nodes. Every edge vj has a weight w(vj) of f (v, j) and a cost c(vj) of 1/2j . Consider the following LP:
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min

2i +

X

w(e)xe

e∈E(G′ )

s.t.

X

e∈E(G′ )
n
X
j=i

c(e)xe ≤ 1

(16)

xvj ≥ 1

∀v ∈ N (u)
∀uv ∈ E(G′ )

xuv ≥ 0

In this LP, xvj is a binary variable representing if v should have a period of 2j or not. The objective thus
represents f (u, i), the sum of all the periods of the vertices in Tu . The first constraint is to ensure Condition
(14) holds. The second set of constraint are matching constraints, ensuring that every vertex in N (u) gets
an assignment of period. The last is simply a non-negativity constraint.
Let x∗ be an optimal basic feasible solution to the above LP. We claim that there exist at most two
fractional value of x∗ and all other values are either 0 or 1. Note that if there exists e such that x∗e > 1,
then we can lower the value to 1 and produce a feasible solution that does not increase the objective. Since
all the |E(G′ )| non-negativity constraints are independent, by elementary linear algebra, there are at least
|E(G′ )| tight constraints. Since there are in total 1 + |N (u)| + |E(G′ )| constraints, it follows that at least
|E(G′ )|− (|N (u)|+ 1) of the non-negative constraints are tight. In other words, there are at most |N (u)|+ 1
many strictly positive x∗ ’s. Let F ⊆ E(G′ ) be the set of edges whose x∗ value is strictly positive (i.e., in
the support of x∗ ).
To satisfy the matching constraints, it follows that every vertex v ∈ N (u) is incident to at least one edge
in F . Then, by the Pigeonhole Principle, there are at most two edges e, e′ ∈ F that are incident to the same
vertex v while the rest of the edges form a matching. Thus, in order to satisfy the matching Constraints, it
follows that the x∗ value is 1 for either all edges in F or for all except exactly two edges.
Consider the following rounding procedure. If there exists two edges vj, vj ′ with fractional x∗ value
where j < j ′ , then take x′vj = 1, x′vj ′ = 0. Note that this does not increase the objective function and does
not violate the matching constraints. Then it produces an assignment of periods pv (and subsequently for
all its descendants) such that the sum of their periods is at most f (u, i). By construction of G′ , pv ≥ pu for
all v ∈ N (u) and thus Condition (13) is satisfied. Condition (15) is also trivially satisfied. However, the
rounding affects Constraint (16) and thus might violate Condition (14). However, since c(j) = 1/2j ≤ 1,
this rounding increases the Right-Hand-Side of Constraint 16 by at most 1. Thus we are guaranteed that
P
v
v∈N (u) 1/p ≤ 2.
Now, consider the assignment of periods achieved from rounding the solution associated to f (r, 0). As
discussed before, the assignment satisfies Conditions (13) and (15) but not Condition (14). However, by
simply doubling the period of every vertex in this assignment, we achieve a regular assignment pv whose
sum is at most 2f (r, 0).
Consider q v , an optimal assignment of periods to the instance of Problem 5 where opt is the optimal
value. For any u ∈ V (G), note that the periods of its children can be easily transformed into a feasible
solution to the LP associated to f (u, i) where pu = 2i . Then it follows that opt ≥ f (r, 0) and thus our
construction provides a 2-approximation.
Corollary 19.
P Let optV vC be the optimal value to AvgRVC. We can construct in polynomial time, a schedule
S for which v∈V (T ) p ≤ (8n)optV C .
P
Proof. From Lemma 16, there exists a locally periodic schedule with period q v′ such that v∈V (T ) q v ′ ≤
(4n)optV C . Since q v ′ is a feasible
5, it follows from Lemma 17 that for the schedule
P solution to Problem
P
constructed using the lemma, v∈V (T ) pv ≤ 2 v∈V (T ) q v ′ ≤ 8n(optV C ), proving our corollary.
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4.5 Assigning Offsets
We proceed to turn the locally periodic schedule constructed above into a regular schedule where every
nodes has a fixed offset. We first make some observation about offsets. Consider a regular schedule S. Let
u be a non-leaf vertex. Recall that ov ≤ pu where v ∈ N (u) by the definition of offset. For 1 ≤ i ≤ pu , let
Oiu = {v ∈ N (u) : ov = i}, denoting the set of children of u with offset i. Fix i, let P = Πv∈Oiu pv . Within
a period of P , a vertex v ∈ Oiu is P
informed exactly P/pv times. However, every pu steps has at most one
vertex with an offset of i and thus v∈Ou P/pv ≤ P/pu . Then, we have the following constraints:
i

1 ≤ ov ≤ p u
X 1
1
≤ u
v
p
p
u

v∈Oi

∀v ∈ N (u)

(17)

∀u ∈ V (G), 1 ≤ i ≤ pu

(18)

Definition 6. Given a regular assignment of periods, we say ov is a regular assignment of offsets with
respect to p if Conditions (17) and (18) hold.
Note that the conditions for the offsets of N (u) do not depend on the offset of u. Thus, given a regular
assignment of periods, to obtain a regular assignment of offsets, it suffices to fix a node u and assign the
offsets for its children and repeat the process for every possible choice of u independent of the other internal
nodes. Recall that the offset is a way of ordering the children. Our goal in the end is to not only come
up with a regular schedule with these periods and offsets but also show that the offsets follows some ideal
ordering π. To this end, we prove the following lemma that will be useful in assigning these offsets later.
Lemma 20. Let u ∈ V (G). Let pu and pv for v ∈ N (u) be a regular assignment of periods. Let π :
N (u) → [|N (u)|] be a fixed ordering of N (u). Then, there exists a regular assignment of offsets with
respect to p that satisfies the following:
if pv = pu , then ov ≤ π(v).

(19)

Proof. We prove by induction on |N (u)| + pu . If |N (u)| = 1, then the lemma is trivially true. Assume
|N (u)|P≥ 2
v
(u) 1/p > 1/2, by Claim 14, there exists a bipartition (A, B) such that A ∪ B = N (u) and
P If v∈N
v
v∈A 1/p = 1/2. Let v ∈ A, w ∈ B. Since Claim 14 achieves the partition by arranging the periods in
non-decreasing order, we may assume that pv ≤ pw . If pv = pw , we may assume without loss of generality
that π(v) < π(w).
v
v
w
u
u
u
every v ∈ A, pw
B = p /2 for every w ∈ B and let pA = pB = p /2. Since
P Let pAv = p /2 for P
w
v∈A 1/p = 1/2 and
w∈B 1/p ≤ 1/2, it follows that pA , pB satisfy Condition (14). It is also clear
that Conditions (13) and (15) remain true and thus pA , pB are regular assignment of periods. Let πA , πB be
the ordering of the vertices in A, B respectively that respects the order in π. In other words, πA (v) < πA (v ′ )
if and only if π(v) < π(v ′ ) (similarly for any two vertices in B). By induction, there exists assignment of
offsets oA and oB that is regular and satisfies Condition (19) with respect to pA and pB respectively. Then,
u
let ov = ovA for every v ∈ A and let ow = ow
B + p /2 for every w ∈ B. We now prove that o is the desired
offset assignment.
u
Let v ∈ A, w ∈ B. Note that 1 ≤ ov = ovA ≤ puA = pv /2 ≤ pu and 1 ≤ ow = ow
B + p /2 ≤
u
pu /2 + pu /2
the
o satisfies Condition (17) with respect to
Pp. If 1 ≤wi ≤
Poffset assignment
P= p . Then,
v ≤ 2/pu = pu . If pu /2 < i ≤ pu , then
u
=
2/p
p /2, then v∈Ou 1/pv =
v
A
A
w∈Oiu 1/p
v:oA =i
i
P
w
u
u
w:ovB =i−pu /2 2/pB ≤ 2/pB = p . Thus assignment o satisfies Condition (18) and is regular with respect
to p.
To check Condition (19), suppose v ∈ A and pv = pu . Then, ov = ovA ≤ πA (v) ≤ π(v). If w ∈ B and
w
p = pu , then for every v ∈ A, pv ≥ pw = pu . It follows from Condition (13) that pv = pu for every v ∈ A.
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P
By Claim 14, v∈A 1/pv = 1/2. This implies that |A| = pu /2. Since πB respects the order of π and all
u
vertices in A appears before w in π, πB (w) ≤ π(w) − |A|. Then, ow = ow
B + p /2 ≤ πB (w) + |A| ≤ π(w).
Thus, the offset
Passignment o satisfies the condition (19) with respect to p, as required.
Lastly, if v∈N (u) 1/pv ≤ 1/2, let pv′ = pv /2 and pu′ = pu /2. Note that pv′ is also a regular
assignment of periods. Then, by induction, there exists an assignment of offsets ov that is regular with
respect to pv′ . With similar arguments as before, it is easy to check that o is also regular and satisfies
Condition (19) with respect to p, proving our lemma.

4.6 Constructing a Regular Schedule
Let pv be a regular assignment of periods that is a 2-approximation to Problem 5 obtained from Lemma 17.
To assign the offsets, we need to construct an order π of the children of any node u in order to apply Lemma
20.
Lemma 21. Given a tree T with root r, let Tv be the subtree rooted at v for all v ∈ V (T ). The optimal
schedule for ABT on T is, for every vertex u, inform its children N (u) in non-increasing order based on the
size of Tv for v ∈ N (u).
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that in an optimal schedule, there exists a vertex u that informs
v before w but |Tv | < |Tw |. Let t, t′ be the time at which v, w respectively hears the information from u for
the first time. Consider the schedule where u informs w at t and informs v at t′ instead. This swap causes
every vertex in Tw to receive information sooner by exactly t′ − t time steps while every vertex in Tv is
delayed by t′ − t. Since |Tw | > |Tv |, this reduces the total delay, a contradiction.
Lemma 22. Given a tree T and a root r, let optV C and optABT be the optimal value to AvgRVC and ABT
respectively. Then, 2optV C ≥ optABT .
Proof. Let R be a schedule that is a witness to optV C . Let t be a time such that the average latency at t
is optV C . This implies for every vertex v ∈ V (T ), the path from r to v appears in sequential order in R
from time t − lvt to t. Let L be the largest latency value of a node at time t. Let Ri be the subschedule of R
from time t − 2i to t for 0 ≤ i ≤ I = ⌈log L⌉. Let schedule R′ be the concatenation of the subsechdules
R0 , ..., RI . We claim that in schedule R′ , every vertex v hears an information from the root before time 2lvt .
Consider a vertex v. Let 0 ≤ i ≤ I such that ⌈log lvt ⌉ = i. Then, in schedule Ri , v receives information
from r. Since |Rj | = 2j for all 0 ≤ j ≤ I, it follows that the sequence in Ri can be completed in R′ by
time 2i+1 . Since 2i+1 ≤ 2lvt , our lemma follows immediately.
Given vertex u ∈ V (T ) and v ∈ N (u), let Tv be the subtree rooted at v. Let π u : N (u) → [|N (u)|] be
an ordering of the children of u in non-increasing order based on |V (Tv )|. The above two lemmas justify the
reason we choose this particular πv . Using this ordering π u and periods pu , {pv }v∈N (u) , we apply Lemma
20 to obtain a regular assignment of offsets ov . Then, we prove the following:
Lemma 23. There exists a regular schedule S such that each vertex v has a period of 2pv and an offset of
at most 2ov .
The idea is to construct the schedule top-bottom starting with the root. We show that at each node, if the
periods and offsets of its children are known and obey the “regular” constraints, then a regular schedule can
be built.
P
Lemma 24. Let V be a set of vertices. For each v ∈ V , let pv be a power of 2 such that v∈V p1v = 1.
Then, there exists a regular sequence of the vertices in V such that the period of vertex v is pv .
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Here, a regular sequence means an infinite sequence of the vertices such that for any vertex, the time
difference between any two consecutive occurrence of that vertex in the sequence is the same.
Proof. We induce on |V |. If |V | = 1, then the schedule is simply
P repeating that vertex. For |V | ≥ 2, by
Claim 14, V can be partitioned into two parts V1 , V2 such that v∈Vi 1/pv = 1/2 for i = 1, 2. It follows
that pv ≥ 2 for all v ∈ V . Let q v = pv /2. By induction, there exists a regular schedule Si for Vi such
that the period of any vertex is q v , for i = 1, 2. Consider interleaving the two schedules by alternating
among them. Note that the combined schedule is also regular and every vertex v has period 2q v = pv , as
required.
Proof of Lemma 23. We first build a schedule that ignores the matching constraint in the telephone model
where we allow a vertex u is allowed to send and receive information in the same time step. However, u is
still only allowed to send information to one of its children in a single time step. Finally, we use the idea of
alternating odd and even matchings to produce a proper schedule from the path scheduled at each step.
Given vertex u, let Oiu ⊆ N (u) denote the subset of children whose offset value is i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ pu . Let
v
{tj }j≥0 be the update sequence of v. We build our schedule by inductively defining the update sequence for
every vertex starting from the root. At every vertex v, we show that v receives a new information according
to its update sequence and, v has period pv and offset ov .
At the root r, tri = i for all i ≥ 0. It is clear that r is updated according to its update sequence and
has the correct period and offset. Now, assume u received its first fresh information at tu0 and hears a new
information every pu steps. Let us define the update sequence for its children.
Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ pu and consider Oiu . Since o is P
a regular assignment of offset, Condition (18) holds. Let
v
q = pv /pu . It follows from Condition (18) that v∈Ou q v ≤ 1. Let 2k be the largest value of q v . Obtain
i
P
Õiv by adding enough dummy vertices into Oiu with period 2k such that v∈Õu 1/q v = 1. Let S̃ be the
i

regular sequence of Õiu obtained by applying Lemma 24. For v ∈ Oiv , let {t̃vj }j≥0 be the sequence of time
where v appears in schedule S̃. By Lemma 24, t̃vj+1 − t̃vj = q v for all j ≥ 0. Then, let tvj = tu0 + i + pu t̃vj .
We now show that this corresponds to the situation where every time u hears a new information, u waits for
i additional steps and informs the vertices in Oiu according to the sequence S̃.
First, note that tvi is regular and has interval pu q v = pv . Since u hears an update every pu steps, it
follows that u receives a new information at tu0 + pu t̃vj for all j ≥ 0. Then, it follows that v has an offset of
tvj − (tu0 + pu t̃vj ) = i. Lastly, it remains to show that at every time step, u only sends information to one of
its children.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that at some time t, according to the above update sequence, v
and w receives information from u at the same time. This implies, v and w has the same offset i. Let
t = tu0 + i + pu t̃. Then, v and w both appear at time t̃ in sequence S̃, a contradiction.
Then, the update sequences induces a regular schedule where every vertex v has period pv and offset oi
and no vertex u sends information to two of its children at the same time. This implies that at every time
step, the edges used to send information induces a collection of paths. For every time step, consider first
sending information along the edges in the paths on the odd levels, then send information along the edges
in the paths on the even levels. This ensures no vertex receives and sends information in the same time step,
satisfying the telephone model. It doubles the period of any vertex and worsens the offset by at most a factor
of 2, as required.

4.7 Putting it Together: Upper Bounding the Constructed Schedule
In this subsection, we bound the average latency of the schedule S constructed from the previous sections.
Recall that pv is a regular assignment of periods that is a 2-approximation to Problem 5 obtained from
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Lemma 17. Then using the ordering π from Lemma 21 in Lemma 20, we construct a regular schedule
12, Corollary 19 and Lemma 23 that S has an average latency of at most
S. It
from Lemma P
Pfollows P
1
u
v
v∈V (G) p ).
v∈V (G)
u∈Pv o + 2
n (2
We will bound the two sums separately. Note that to bound the periods, we can use Corollary 19. We
bound the offset terms below in terms of optV C and the sum of the periods. In the following lemma, the
offset terms along a path to the root are broken into chains where the offset values decrease by a factor of at
least two, and those where the offset terms are the same as the parent. The former are charged to the period
terms via a geometric sum, while the latter are charged to a copy of optV C by going via optABT .
Lemma 25. Let optV C be the optimal value to AvgRVC. P
For everyP
vertex v let Pv be the path from
P the root
u
to v. For the schedule S constructed as explained above, v∈V (T ) u∈Pv o ≤ (2n)optV C + v∈V (T ) pv .
Proof. Let V0 ⊆ (V (T ) \ {r}) be the set of vertices v whose period pv is the same as its parent’s period pu .
Consider a vertex v ∈
/ V0 . Let u be the parent of v. Since pu ≤ pv (using Condition (13)) and the periods
ov ≤ pu and thus ov ≤ pv /2.
are all powers of 2 (Condition (15)), pv ≥ 2pu . By
Pdefinition of offset,
P
u
Then, fix a vertex w ∈ V (T ). It follows that u∈(V (Pw )\V0 ) o ≤ u∈(V (Pw )\V0 ) pu /2. Since we only
sum over vertices not in V0 , every subsequent term in the sum is at least twice as large as the previous term.
Overall, the whole sum is at mostP
as large as twice the last term. Therefore, the sum is at most pw .
Recall that from Lemma 21, v∈V (Pw ) π(v) is the delay of w in an optimal ABT schedule. Note that
for a vertex v ∈ V (Pw ) ∩ V0 , it follows from Condition (19) in Lemma 20 that ov ≤ π(v). Then
X
X
X
X
X
X
π(v) ≤
π(v) = n(optABT )
ov ≤
w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )

w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )∩V0

w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )∩V0

where
optABT
P is the value ofv the optimal ABT solution. Then, by Lemma 22,
1 P
w∈V (T )
v∈V (Pw )∩V0 o ≤ 2optV C . Therefore,
n
X

X

ov =

w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )

X

X

w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )∩V0

ov +

X

X

w∈V (T ) v∈V (Pw )\V0

ov ≤ (2n)optV C +

X

pw

w∈V (T )

proving our lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4. Given tree T , construct schedule S by applying Lemma 23. P
It followsP
from Lemma
1
u
12
and
Lemma
23
that
the
average
latency
of
S
at
any
time
is
bounded
by
(
v∈V (T )
u∈Pv 2o +
n
P
v
v∈V (T ) 2p ). Then, by Lemma 25 and Corollary 19, our result follows immediately.

5 Open Problems
We have introduced the average broadcast time problem in general graphs and provided the first polylogarithmic approximation algorithm for it, by reducing it to a series of maximum time versions using an
LP relaxation solution. The natural open questions arising from our work are to improve the approximation
ratios for the algorithms perhaps even by considering special cases such as planar graph instances.
We related the vector clock latency problems to their delay time versions to derive many of our results. In
the process, the subgraphs used for the information transmissions have mainly been restricted to appropriate
spanning trees which are sufficient for the Max and Average broadcast time problems. Is there an advantage
to using edges other than in a spanning tree for the vector clock problems, or are such more complex
solutions only within a constant factor of the former? E.g., in a simple cycle, repeatedly choosing the
alternate matchings is the best solution for the vector clock latency problems, but restricting oneself to a tree
and the two matchings in the tree still provides a solution that is only a constant factor away for the average
18

and the maximum latency problems. However in a generalized multicommodity version [22] where only the
latencies between the endpoints of the the edges of the cycle are minimized, the maximum latency version
of the problem suffers a very large loss when restricted to a path. What is the boundary of communication
requirements that necessitate looking at more than trees in devising latency schedules?
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A

Missing Proofs from Section 2

Proof of Theorem 5. The new schedule is simply a repetition of the first opt+1 steps of the original schedule
S. Note that lt′ = lt for 0 ≤ t ≤ opt since the two schedules start off with the same sequence of matchings.
First we show that after one period, the sequence of latency vectors {lt′ }t≥opt becomes periodic. Fixing
a vertex v, consider the sequence of latencies {lvt ′ }t≥0 . In the first opt + 1 steps, v would have received some
information from r, otherwise lvopt = opt + 1 and ||lvopt ′ || ≥ opt + 1, a contradiction. Then, let t′ ≤ opt be
′
the first time v hears something about r and let lvt ′ = λ′ . In other words, from time t′ − λ′ to time t′ , the
schedule managed to send information from r to v. Since our new scheme is periodic, this implies that for
every k ∈ N, the scheme is able to send information at time t′ − λ′ + k(opt + 1) from r and reaches v at
time t′ + k(opt + 1). Thus the latency at time t′ + k(opt + 1) is guaranteed to be λ′ . Since the schedule is
periodic, it follows that the sequence lvt ′ stays periodic after t′ and thus stays periodic after time opt. Since
the above is true for any vertex v, the latency vector lt′ also stays periodic after time opt.
Knowing that the latency vector is periodic after one period, we only need to consider the vectors of the
first two periods. In the first period, since the schedule is the same as before, it is clear that the norm at any
time is still upperbounded by opt. Now consider a time opt + k for some 0 ≤ k < opt + 1 and the latency
of information from r to v. At time opt, the latency at v is lvopt . Since the schedule is periodic, any further
delay from time opt to time opt + k is at most the delay caused from time 0 to time k. Note that the delay
from time 0 to time k is exactly the latency at time k. In other words, lopt+k′ ≤ lopt′ + lk′ . Then, it follows
that ||lopt+k′ || ≤ ||lopt′ + lk′ || ≤ ||lopt′ || + ||lk ′ || ≤ 2opt, as required.
Proof of Theorem 6. Given an instance of MaxRVC with graph G and root r, let optV C be its optimal
value. Consider the instance of the Minimum Broadcast-Time Problem on G with root r and let optBC be
the optimal value. Consider a schedule with latency vector lt such that ||lt ||∞ = optV C . Then, it follows
that the first time any vertex v hears an information from the root is at most optV C . Therefore, this schedule
has a minimum broadcast-time of at most optV C and thus optV C ≥ optBC .
Let S be a schedule that is an α-approximation to the instance of Minimum Broadcast-Time. In other
words, this schedule guarantees all vertices receives an information from r before time αoptBC . Without
loss of generality, we may assume that S has length at most αoptBC since every vertex would have been
informed by then. Consider the schedule S ′ where we simply repeat schedule S ad infinitum. Let lt′ be the
latency vector for S ′ . Fix a vertex v and let t′ be the first time v hears an information from the root r. Note
that the latency at t′ is at most αoptBC . Since the schedule is periodic, v is guaranteed to hear something
from r at time t′ + T where T is the length of the schedule S. Since T ≤ αoptBC , it follows that the latency
of v is at most 2(αoptBC ). Our theorem follows immediately by combining the two inequalities relating
optC and optBC .
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B A Logarithmic Gap Between the Optima of AvgRVC and ABT in Trees
Theorem 1 allows us to obtain a periodic Vector Clock schedule whose latency is at most an O(log n)-factor
more than the optimal ABT value. In this section, we show that this factor is unavoidable even in trees.
Theorem 26. For every n ∈ N there exists a tree T such that the optimal objective value of AvgRVC on T
is at least Ω(log2 n). Meanwhile, the optimal objective value of ABT on T is at most O(log n).
Consider the following tree T . Let r be the root of T . Let v1 , ..., vd be the children P
of r. Suppose each
child vi is the root of a complete binary tree of size ni = ⌈n/(2i2 )⌉. Choose d such that di=1 ni = n. Note
√
that d ≥ n. The following lemma provides a lower bound to the optimal value of AvgRVC on T .
Lemma 27. Let optRV C be the optimal value of AvgRVC rooted at r in T . Then optRV C ≥

1
16

log2 n

Proof.
It follows from Lemma 16 that there exists a locally periodic schedule with periods q v such that
P
v
v∈V (T ) q ≤ (4n)optRV C . For ease of notation, let qi be the period of vertex vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Since
Pd
any descendent of vi has period at least as large as qi , it follows that (4n)optRV C ≥
i qi . Since
i=1 n
Pd
P
Pd
√
√
λ = di=1 ni .
i=1 1/qi ≤ 1, it is easy to check that
i=1 ni qi is minimized when qi = λ/ ni where
√
P
P
P √
√
This gives a minimum value for di=1 ni qi of λ2 . Note that λ = di=1 ni ≥ di=1 in ≥ n log d. Since
√
d ≥ n, λ2 ≥ n log2 n/4, proving our lemma.
Now, to upper bound the broadcasting problem we claim the following:
Lemma 28. There exists a broadcasting schedule for T such that the objective value for ABT is at most
4.5 log n.
Proof. Consider the schedule where we always inform the children of r in increasing order according to
index i. Since all subtrees are perfect binary trees, all other nodes simply inform their children as soon
as they receive information, in any order they choose. For a child v i of r, it is informed at time i. Every
descendent
of v i can be informed within an additional time of 2 log ni . Then, the sum of delays is at most
Pd
i=1 ni (i + 2 log ni ).
P n
P n
We break the sum into two parts. If 1 ≤ i ≤ log n, then, log
ni (i + 2 log ni ) ≤ log
i=1
i=1 ni (3 log n) ≤
Pd
Pd
P
d
(3n) log n. If log n ≤ i ≤ d, then i=log n ni (i + 2 log ni ) ≤
i=log n ni (3i) ≤
i=log n 1.5n/i ≤
Pd
1.5n log d ≤ 1.5n log n. Thus, i=1 ni (i + 2 log ni ) ≤ (4.5n) log n and the lemma follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 26. The theorem follows from Lemmas 27 and 28.
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